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Communities across America rely on nonprofit organizations1 to do important work – housing 
the homeless, operating after-school programs, running clinics and hospitals, feeding hungry 
families, promoting the arts, protecting the environment, and more. 
 
They are so much a part of our DNA as a nation that we rarely stop to think about it.   
 
Nor do we often stop to think about the fact that much of what nonprofit organizations do is 
directly affected -- shaped, made possible, or limited -- by public laws and public budgets.  
Whether there is affordable housing in a community; whether the rights of immigrants are 
respected; what is taught in our children’s schools, whether our parents can age in dignity, how 
we face public health questions – all of it depends on the revenues we raise, and the laws and 
budgets our elected officials adopt at every level. 
 
And yet:  working to influence those very critical public policies is not part of most nonprofit’s 
work plans.  There are no solid data on the portion of the nation’s 1.3 million nonprofit 
organizations that lobby or otherwise work to influence public policy, but available evidence 
suggests it is small.    
 

 In 2000, nearly 1,800 public charities took part in a national survey carried out by OMB 
Watch as part of its “Strengthening Nonprofit Advocacy Project.”  The SNAP project found 
that while most (86%) respondents said they “participate” in the public policy process, fewer 
than one-third ranked their level of participation as high, or very high.   

 One review of Form 990’s filed with the IRS in a single year turned up fewer than 1% 
that claimed to have spent any money on lobbying.    

 Many public charities go to considerable lengths to avoid the word “lobbying” to describe 
what they do (speaking instead of “doing analysis,” “educating legislators,” “impacting policy”).   

   
The reasons nonprofits hesitate are many.  Some hesitate because they are small and under-
resourced, others because they lack the knowledge or experience.  But far too many hesitate 
because they believe that 501(c)(3) public charities are not allowed to lobby or engage in other 
forms of advocacy.  Some even get that message from members of their own boards, 
accountants, or staff.  Those nonprofits that do get involved, however, breathe life in the phrase 
“public-private partnership” as they step into a new, more vigorous role in responding to 
community needs.    
  
The organizations highlighted here came to their advocacy decisions with different levels of 
policy experience, staff resources, and levels of community acceptance for their issue and/or 
clientele.  In time, each was able to go beyond knowing their issue and helping individuals, to 
influencing the public policies that affect those they care about. 
 
Readers will quickly note similarities among the Case Studies and the lessons their participants 
draw from them, but three are worth a bit of extra attention.  
 

                                                 
1 For purposes of these Case Studies, “nonprofit organizations” and “nonprofits” refer to 501(c)(3) public charities 
only.  The terms “nonprofits” and “public charities” may be used interchangeably. 
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1.  If possible, make a careful plan. 
Experienced advocates would tell anyone new to policy advocacy to make a careful plan.  Think 
through your goal(s), your timetable, your resources (volunteers, staff, money).  Lay out your 
strategy and tactics.  Decide in advance who will do what.   
 
Sometimes groups find themselves faced with an issue so compelling that they feel they simply 
must act - immediately.  The first time out can be a matter of “playing it by ear,” but advance 
planning is definitely a plus. 
 
2.  Careful plan or not - know what is, and is not, allowed under the law.   
Whether the group was large or small, experienced or inexperienced at the time, all report that 
knowing what is/is not allowable under the law is crucial.  It helps them determine the scope of 
activities in which they can engage, as well as give them comfort they will not face legal 
repercussions.   
 
 
3.  Expect to work in partnership with others.   
An idea for action may start with one group, or a single group may get a campaign underway, 
but few nonprofits are so large, well-staffed, and well-resourced that they can take on a complex 
policy advocacy campaign entirely by themselves.  Still others knew that to be effective, they 
had to involve others, had to grow.    
 
Virtually any effective policy advocacy effort is likely to include the building of grassroots 
networks, and working in coalition.  But coalitions mean decision-making and responsibility will 
be shared with other organizations.   Equally important, it means that all the groups in a coalition 
need to have the same basic, working knowledge of the rules governing nonprofits.   
 
An Advocacy  Bottom Line.  Individuals may hesitate, but the First Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution leaves no doubt about the “…right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”  As members of a democracy, if we do not 
like what is being done in our name it is our right and duty to try and change it.  And, as these 
five examples illustrate, that is why nonprofits play such a critical role in the life of the nation’s 
people and communities. 
 

1.   Starting Small (Local). 
 
Some advocacy efforts involve local, rather than national, policies, and may be carried out by a 
foundation rather than its grantees.  An effort by the Women & Girls Foundation of 
Southwest Pennsylvania (WGF) offers a good example of both. 
 
Like many similar groups, the WGF had never taken the lead on an advocacy effort before a 
community meeting of women’s and civil rights groups hosted by the local YWCA in 2004.   
 
At the time, Pittsburgh was bankrupt, and a 5-member oversight board was supposed to lead 
them through this difficult period.  A new board had just been named and all five were older 
white men – some of them the very people who had led the city into bankruptcy.  People at the 
YWCA gathering were frustrated.  They asked:   “how can we get a woman appointed to this 
group?  people from communities of color?” 
 
The new director of WGF posed a different question:  “How do we make sure this never 
happens again?”  Rather than just get one different appointment this time, she suggested they 
work for a change in the system so future appointed bodies would always have fair 
representation.   
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A small group of nonprofits began meeting and soon had a clear goal -- to win local legislation 
requiring that whenever public boards and commissions are appointed, they should reflect the 
population of the area with respect to race and gender.  Soon others joined the monthly 
meetings:  disability rights groups, young professionals, legal advocates, members of the GLBT 
community.   
 
But WGF was a small organization – just four full-time and four part-time staff, most of them 
new to policy advocacy.  And the organization had no prior experience in this arena.  It did have 
a savvy board, an advisory group, and a new director, Heather Arnet, with experience as a 
participant or observer of others’ advocacy efforts.   
 
In her new role as a grantmaker, and someone expected to take the lead, she had questions as 
to how involved the public charities could be in seeking policy changes.  So Ms. Arnet did some 
research about the “do’s and don’ts” of nonprofit lobbying and the 501(h) election.  She then felt 
comfortable for WGF to take the next steps. 
 
Public foundations, such as WGF, are public charities—not private foundations.  They can 
lobby, and can fund organizations that lobby.  They can also provide grants specifically 
earmarked for lobbying, although those grants count as if the foundation lobbied itself.  Learning 
details like that was critical to WGF’s success.   
 
Armed with confidence it could lobby, WGF not only made the 501(h) election, but made grants 
(including those for general support) to organizations that lobby and do other advocacy work. 
For most public charities, the 501(h) election is the preferred method of determining lobbying 
limits.  WGF also sought to educate its coalition partners as well as other area nonprofits about 
the legal rules to encourage them to get involved (on this or other issues) as well.   
 
The WGF Board played a critical role in the organization’s increased advocacy, not only 
supporting the shift to policy advocacy in theory, but getting directly involved.  Board members 
attended meetings with the Mayor, spoke up at public meetings, and generally took ownership 
of the issue to seek diversity on public appointed bodies.   
 
Before long about 60 organizations had joined in – developing joint strategies and meeting 
regularly.  During the 2005 city elections they had their first victory:  fair representation for 
women and people of color on publicly appointed boards made it into every Mayoral candidate’s 
platform and public speeches, and as a question at many of the public debates. 
 
The group wanted more:  a law passed by the City Council and in place when the new mayor 
would take office in January.  But the new mayor-elect’s staff insisted nothing more was 
needed, assuring the coalition that the mayor understands the importance of diversity on 
appointed boards.  He told them it was not necessary to codify the requirement into law.  
Undeterred, the coalition stuck to its strategy, and got the law passed by the City Council that 
November.  The coalition was wise to have done so--the new Mayor suddenly died of a brain 
tumor.   Because a law was in place, the next mayor would need to take race and gender into 
account when making board appointments.   
 
Results:  What began in July of 2004 had a city-level victory by November 2005, and continued 
throughout 2006 and 2007 as the coalition monitored implementation of the law.  Not only was 
the initial goal met of assuring racial and gender diversity on public boards, but WGF and its 
coalition members gained skills and experience that will support future advocacy efforts.   
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They learned that plans change, elements must be added or modified, and keeping a coalition 
together over time can be harder than starting one.  For instance, once victory appeared 
possible, some coalition members turned their attention to other matters, and maintaining 
momentum became harder.     
 
WGF has now written “engaging in public advocacy” into its mission statement.  Educating the 
board about the need for advocacy and the legality of lobbying was crucial for getting the 
Board’s support for the shift to working and lobbying for policy change.  In addition, WGF sends 
information on the 501(h) election to every grantee, and “encourages all of them to make the (h) 
election.”  
 
For more information on WGF and its activities in Southwest Pennsylvania please visit its 
website: www.wgfpa.org 
 

2.  From Service Delivery to Policy Advocacy (State) 
 
CASA de Maryland was founded in 1985 to respond to the needs of Central American refugees 
in the Washington, D.C. area.  Most were fleeing wars and civil strife back home, so the 
organization began by offering information and direct services.   Today CASA has a staff of 72 
and serves immigrants from around the world, plus U.S. citizens. 
 
Initially, CASA was a traditional nonprofit service provider, with no real lobbying or advocacy 
experience.  It provided language and literacy classes; referrals; legal aid services; vocational 
classes; HIV testing and counseling; a mobile medical van; and more.  Many of the staff came 
from Central and South America, and a few staff members would join in when other groups 
organized rallies or one-time events.  But there wasn’t any follow-up or advocacy plan; 
involvement was mostly individual, and advocacy efforts were sporadic. 
 
Then in the 1990’s the Immigration & Naturalization Service (INS) stepped up its raids at places 
likely to hire immigrants, such as restaurants and landscaping services.  Plus, a parking lot 
where immigrants gathered for jobs as “day laborers” became a source of neighborhood 
tension.  So CASA organized a “workers’ committee” and brought their demands to local 
government.  They won the first “workers’ center” in the area, and discovered the power of 
policy advocacy.  Meanwhile, the services continued.  
 
In 1999, CASA released a report examining “Barriers to Justice,” built on interviews with both 
service providers and clients.   It made clear that clients needed something beyond direct 
services, and the “Maryland Latino Coalition for Justice” was born -- complete with annual 
meetings where clients vote on legislative priorities for the coming year.  For this more 
advocacy-oriented set of activities, they needed guidance about the nonprofit lobbying rules.   
 
At first the information they needed was very basic:  how to register as lobbyists, how to lobby, 
how a coalition functions.  With the help of outside experts, they grew.  CASA filed the 
paperwork for 501(h) election, and developed a power-point description of allowable advocacy 
that helped convince Board members this was the right choice.   
 
CASA launched a new Community Organizing & Political Action (COPA) unit, and ramped up its 
internal knowledge of the lobbying laws.  Over time, it has taken on many complex policy issues 
- like access to drivers’ licenses for non-citizens.  They increased their confidence to approach 
state and federal policy-makers.  It didn’t happen quickly, or without flaws, but at every step they 
grew.   
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By now CASA’s approach of community-based organizing + leadership development + 
empowerment has led to a wide range of legislative efforts, everything from creating workers’ 
centers, launching living wage campaigns, and pushing for health insurance reforms and in-
state tuition for immigrant children.  Community members vote on campaign priorities, and co-
lead campaigns with CASA’s advocacy staff.  Together they draft and research legislation, meet 
with elected officials and policymakers, and in the words of their Director, Gustavo Torres, 
“…use the democracy.”  It is essential, he says “…that we organize the community and the 
community has some voice."    
 
Result:   In less than a decade CASA won state legislation requiring that key state documents 
be translated into Spanish, and year by year its legislative agendas grow.  Its agenda for the 
state legislature is clearly defined, and key legislators line up to sponsor CASA developed bills.  
CASA regularly works in broader coalitions with respected community partners and a few CASA 
board members and supporters have won elective offices.   
 
What began as a response to an immediate concern, coupled with a commitment to client 
empowerment, and backed by a strengthened knowledge of their advocacy rights, has 
transformed CASA de Maryland.  Today it is on its way to creating what one resident calls "the 
echo of the community," instead of “…just a lonely voice." 
 
For more information about CASA de Maryland and its advocacy activities, go to 
www.casademaryland.org. 
 

3.  Plunged into advocacy (Federal) 
 
Border Action Network, in Tucson, Arizona, began in 1999 as an all-volunteer, membership-
based organization with a local focus.  Located on the Arizona-Mexico border, it works with 
immigrant and border communities to keep rights respected, human dignity upheld, and 
communities healthy.  It combines grassroots organizing, leadership development, litigation, and 
these days, legislative advocacy.   But that wasn’t always the case. 
 
In 2005, immigration reform was suddenly “hot:” Congress was considering multiple bills and the 
President had made it a priority.  And when a border security and immigration control bill started 
moving through Congress, Border Action knew its community would be affected.  As one Border 
Action staff member put it:  “…this was an issue we pretty much couldn’t ignore; we were in it by 
virtue of where we live.”   If Congress and the White House wanted to change immigration 
policy, Border Action wanted a voice in the result.    
 
At the time they had four full-time employees, some dedicated volunteers – and almost no 
experience in advocacy at the federal level.   
 
Border Action’s goal was ambitious:  to get language protecting immigrants’ human rights 
included in the immigration reform legislation moving through the U.S. Congress.  As people 
new to the process (new to lobbying at the federal level, new to writing legislative language) and 
a small organization, they were starting from scratch.  Mostly they “…just relied on what others 
told us, and had to play it by ear.”   
 
As the congressional gears were turning, Border Action quickly realized that many of the 
policies and practices Congress was considering did not require legislation to take effect:  
Executive Branch agencies could adopt regulations that might undermine (or strengthen) 
immigrants’ human rights without any change in the law and with little public scrutiny.  So it also 
had to pay attention to the regulations-writing process at the Department of Homeland Security.  
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It required dealing with DHS officials and White House staff—not just congressional staff and 
Members of Congress. 
  
It was heady stuff, and plainly not a job for a four-person staff plus volunteers – no matter how 
dedicated.  So what began as a desire to win a few legislative changes quickly became a 
campaign involving intensive networking and coalition work with groups from other states (e.g., 
the Border Community Alliance for Human Rights, with groups from AZ, NM, CA, TX). 
 
Together with community supporters, they helped create a US-Mexico Border & Immigrant 
Task Force that included:  local elected officials, local law enforcement, attorneys, faith 
community members, businesspeople, and academics.  Much of the subsequent campaign was 
carries out through the Task Force. 
 
Some of the Task Force members were hesitant about drafting amendments or lobbying 
members of Congress.  Some did not know what they could do legally; some members held 
back initially, asking:  “can we do that?  can we put our name on that?!”  A training about the 
advocacy and lobbying rules for nonprofits got all the critical players on the same page and 
made it possible for them to move forward together.  Without that, the effort could easily have 
stalled. 
 
Throughout ’06 and ’07 Border Action and its Task Force allies played an active role in the 
debate.  Some campaign activities helped build grassroots support:  one rally drew over 1,200 
in Tucson, a campaign using “portapostales” kits at participating businesses generated over 
13,000 postcards.  Other actions involved lobbying visits in Washington, DC (complete with 
press conferences at the Capitol) or at Congress members’ local offices.   
 
Result:   Border Action’s efforts helped change the national debate and the proposed bill before 
the U.S. Congress.  Five of the Border Action/Task Force language recommendations made it 
into both the House and Senate versions of the Immigration bill that the Congress was debating 
in 2007 when progress on the bills came to a halt.   
 
For more information on Border Action and its advocacy activities, go to www.borderaction.org. 
 
 
 
 

4.  Voices for Georgia’s Children – moving to a higher stage of advocacy 
 
Voices for Georgia’s Children is a statewide organization that helps Georgians guide children’s 
policy for better outcomes.  In 2006, when Voices for Georgia’s Children discussed strategies 
for moving its policy agenda forward during the state legislative session, it chose “expanding 
child health care” as a priority.  Its goal:  to insure that all their state’s children would have health 
coverage.  More limited, partisan versions had circulated in the past, but this time the effort 
would be bi-partisan, and broad; Voices took up the challenge.   
 
But soon after starting on this long-term effort, Voices had to re-adjust its goals.  Georgia 
experienced a shortfall in SCHIP funding, so focusing solely on expanding coverage no longer 
made sense.  Instead, Voices realized it needed to do three things simultaneously:  secure state 
funding to continue PeachCare (Georgia’s SCHIP program), deal with the Federal Re-
authorization process, and make plans for future PeachCare expansions.  At the time, Voices 
only had five staff members, some with very limited advocacy experience.  And this was the first 
time Voices was taking the lead on a legislative initiative.   
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But the organization plunged right in, quickly realizing that it would be taking the organization to 
new levels.  To do this, Voices would need to expand its grassroots networks, work in coalition 
with others, do media work, and work closely with key state agencies.  It had a plan, but it 
wasn’t very formal and the goals were constantly being revisited.  All of this was both heady … 
and a bit overwhelming.   
 
Board members wrote letters, and in one case spent time at the state Capitol talking to 
legislators.  Community partners got more engaged than ever before.  An information coalition 
developed and met weekly, with representatives from the various member groups.  When the 
coalition circulated a letter to Georgia’s U.S. Congressional Delegation, it quickly got 41 
organizations to sign on.  Later, when it called a press conference on very short notice, over a 
dozen member groups showed up.   
 
Along the way there were many difficult decisions.  At more than one point, the process in the 
State Legislature stopped…, then started again…, then paused…, while the situation in the US 
Congress changed and final federal action was on hold.  Among Voices’ biggest barriers:  
funding (“many of the foundations… don’t want to fund advocacy”), and “… an overwhelmed 
staff.”  They tried to be deliberate about each step in the process but at some points it felt like 
they were acting first and figuring things out later. 
 
Throughout, technical assistance and materials from other organizations played a critical role, 
and affected Voices’ ability to move forward.  Voices staff turned to other groups whenever they 
had a question that might have stalled the process.  As a small staff with a small budget, it was 
particularly important to be able to call on experts, ask a question, and get an answer it could 
depend on in the midst of a high-stress debate.  It kept Voices moving forward. 
 
Results:  Ultimately the short-term situation was resolved:  the state provided interim funding, 
and not long after Voices got the federal “gap” funding it sought.  Equally important, the 
organization’s advocacy capacity grew.  Now, more of the organization’s Board, staff, and 
community partners are engaged and confident in their advocacy roles.   
 
For more about Voices for Georgia’s Children, go to: www.georgiavoices.org. 
 

5.  Issue Advocacy During Election Cycles - Nationwide 
 
This is an advocacy example that involves not one organization, or one location, but many. 
 
People living and/or working with HIV/AIDS have always had to work on several fronts at once:  
win support for basic research, promote prevention, educate the public, get services to people 
living with HIV/AIDS, fight stigma, and keep their issues in front of the policy makers.  Housing 
Works, headquartered in New York City, is one organization that tries to do just that.  With 
nearly 450 staff in its multiple locations (New York City, Albany, Washington DC, Mississippi), it 
is a larger operation than most nonprofits; about a dozen staff work full-time just in the 
Advocacy section. 
 
In 2003, Housing Works and other HIV/AIDS organizations recognized that a presidential race 
and election-year spotlight offered a special opportunity to help candidates understand AIDS-
related issues.  Some organizations had always made a point of talking to candidates, but in 
late 2003 the various organizations wanted something more ambitious:  a united campaign 
focused around the federal elections.  For that it needed to understand the various forms of 
allowable nonprofit electoral activity.   
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The coalition’s goal was to create nothing less than a gold-standard, issue-oriented, nonpartisan 
effort aimed at the whole gamut of election-year activities:  candidate forums, candidate 
questionnaires, public meetings, and other voter education/civic participation efforts.  The 
timetable was partly dictated by the electoral calendar.  But working out who-does-what-when, a 
final strategy, and a collaborative “Platform” – all that was done via conference calls between 
the participating organizations. 
 
For this effort to work, the organizers knew they had to convince all the potential participants -- 
Boards, staff, people with AIDS (PWAs), volunteers -- that there are legal ways to get involved 
in elections.   The range of advocacy experience was huge, and even some who were very 
comfortable with legislative advocacy were new to election year activity.  It was essential to 
show all of them that the materials being used and the plans being made would be vetted by 
people who were experts in the rules governing nonprofits. 
 
The result was named AIDSVOTE – by now a project of the Campaign to End AIDS (C2EA).  
C2EA is a coalition led by people living with HIV/AIDS, their loved ones, service providers, and 
communities, all working to stop the AIDS epidemic in the US, and worldwide.   
 
The AIDSVOTE Campaign 
From within the community coalition members quickly identified people with a variety of talents.  
Some developed policy papers and fact sheets, while others worked on more grassroots 
elements like designing posters to hold up at street corner rallies.  Still others worked to develop 
candidate questionnaires to be sent to all the presidential candidates, asking their positions on a 
variety of issues.  That year all but two of the presidential hopefuls responded to the AIDSVOTE 
questionnaires. 
 
Initially there were about a dozen people on the Steering Committee.  From those small 
beginnings the effort grew to involve many.  People took the materials developed by the 
Steering Committee and tailored them for local conditions and local candidates.  Then they 
acted as on-the-ground activists who made sure questions relating to HIV/AIDS were being 
asked at candidate forums all across the country.  They volunteered, “birddogged” candidates to 
make sure their questions would be answered, led demonstrations, and did media work.    
 
In 2004, roughly 400 groups and 5,000 individuals endorsed AIDSVOTE:   some were big 
national or state-wide groups, others represented professionals and service providers, small 
community-based groups, and little volunteer operations working out of faith-community halls.  
Led by Housing Works and a few other large HIV/AIDS organizations, they managed the 
Campaign with their own staffs and the ability to get others together on a conference call.  (In 
2006 participation was a bit lower, as was voter participation among most groups.)  Because 
this is a true coalition effort, run under the rubric of the “Campaign to End AIDS” – by now its 
ranks include activists all over the country, working at every level, and work on the 2008 
presidential race is already underway.    
 
Organizations like Housing Works were not starting from scratch; theirs is a $40 million 
operation with a professional staff.   They’d long been involved in advocacy, complying within 
federal and state laws and Regulations while remaining hard-hitting and effective.   
 
For more information about Housing Works and its 2008 AIDSVote efforts, go to 
www.aidsvote.org. 
 
 
 

 


